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It’s all about our time.



On the Course,
Slow Play 
Impacts the Club.

Creates a negative impact on 
the member’s and visitor’s 
experience.

Resulting in reduced 
bookings.

Worse case, cancelation of 
membership. 



But Donabate Golf 
Club is not unique.

In 2016, the concept of ‘Ready Golf’ 
was introduced. 

6 years later, the pace of play in golf 
clubs around the world is still an 
issue.

It is obvious that advising golfers to 
play ‘Ready Golf’ just is not enough 
to give our members the right 
golfing experience. 

In such a competitive market, 
Donabate Golf Club now needs to 
‘Set the Pace’



How do we “Set the Pace”? 

Understand ‘Out of Position’

Set ‘Time Par’

Play ‘Ready Golf’

Respect, Encourage and Educate.



What is “Out Of Position”

• A group is out of position where they are behind “time par” for the holes 
played and when they are more than the  starting interval behind the 
group in front

• Out of position is visible when a group arrive on a tee box the fairway 
ahead is free, or green is free on a par 3.

• All players in a group that are out of position should take immediate steps 
to eliminate.

• The scope of monitoring out of position covers all competitive golf, with 
the exception of Bunnies and Friday Ladies.



Time Par is 

The time expected to complete 18 holes.

• Time Par 3 ball = 12.5 minutes per hole

• 3 ball = 3hrs 45 mins 

• Time Par 4 ball = 14 minutes per hole

• 4 ball = 4 hrs 12 mins

• A group is out of position where they are behind time for 
the holes played & more than the starting interval behind 
the group in front

• Our objective is to eliminate ‘out of position’ at Donabate 
Golf Club by knowing our Time Par and playing ‘Ready 
Golf’

In Hours and Minutes

Holes

Hours Mins Hours Mins

1 -           13            -           14            

2 -           25            -           28            

3 -           38            -           42            

4 -           50            -           56            

5 1               3               1               10            

6 1               15            1               24            

7 1               28            1               38            

8 1               40            1               52            

9 1               53            2               6               

10 2               5               2               20            

11 2               18            2               34            

12 2               30            2               48            

13 2               43            3               2               

14 2               55            3               16            

15 3               8               3               30            

16 3               20            3               44            

17 3               33            3               58            

18 3               45            4               12            

2/3Ball 4 Ball



“Ready Golf” is
• Being on the 1st tee on time.
• Being at your ball with your glove on.
• Knowing the distance and club required or your putt read and lined up.
• Having your club in hand.
• Hitting when safe to do so, even if out of turn. 
• If in danger of being out of bounds or lost, hitting a provisional ball.
• Around green, go ahead and putt if closer to hole and playing partner is 

not ready.
• Positioning your bag or cart on exit side of green. 
• Marking your card while waiting to tee off at next hole.
• If play is delayed due to a lost ball, calling the group behind through, if 

they are ready to play

According to the R&A, if every shot in a 4-ball was played 5 seconds faster, the time for 18 
holes would be reduced by approximately 26 minutes.



Respect, Encourage and Educate
• Members should only communicate to fellow golfers in a respectful manner, 

entitled to ask, ‘are you out of position?’ or ‘can you check if you are 
out of position?’

• Members can report pace of play issues to the pro shop or to the Men’s or 
Ladies committees. Please report only when the out of position is clear cut, 
causing delay and annoyance to other players.

• There is no penalty for out of position under our local rule, our objective for 2022 
is to help one another enjoy the game by getting around the course in 
good time.

• Campaign to encourage and educate over the next month.

• Impact of this policy will be measured from July to September

• If necessary, committee will discuss compliance with members



This is how we will 
”Set the Pace’.

Thank you for 
listening.  


